Parks play an important role in keeping us happy and healthy! Parks give us a space to enjoy the outdoors, play with our friends, exercise, and more!

What does your dream park look like?

When designing your dream park, first think about your wants and needs. After you think about yourself, start to think about the needs of your neighbors, friends, parents, and even local wildlife!

Try to design a park that everyone will enjoy!

**LIST EVERYTHING THAT YOU WANT IN YOUR DREAM PARK...**

**LIST WHAT YOUR NEIGHBORS MIGHT WANT YOU TO ADD TO THE PARK...**

**LIST WHAT LOCAL WILDLIFE MIGHT WANT YOU TO ADD TO THE PARK...**

Use the ideas you listed to design your dream park on the other side!

We’d love to see what you come up with! Share your design with coolriver@sandiegoriver.org!
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COOL RIVER PROGRAM:
DESIGN YOUR DREAM PARK!

USE YOUR IMAGINATION TO DESIGN YOUR DREAM PARK!
Don’t forget to include the needs of your neighbors, friends, family, and wildlife in your design!

We’d love to see what you come up with!
Share your design with coolriver@sandiegoriver.org!
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